Screening for coeliac disease: what evidence is required before population programmes could be considered?
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Commentary on the paper by Tommasini et al

In the traditional doctor-patient consultation, the patient initiates a visit and the physician’s imperative is to respond to the best of his or her ability. However, in a screening programme, the initiation comes from health professionals, and many commentators have argued that this poses different ethical challenges.1 In particular it is argued that the level of evidence concerning the balance of overall benefit and harm from the screening programme must be much greater than that for a traditional therapeutic intervention.

Although screening may intuitively be logical for a particular condition which is prevalent and detectable in the preclinical stage, intuition is not an appropriate basis for commencing a screening programme. A number of criteria have been described that allow the evidence for screening programmes to be more formally evaluated.2 Calls are regularly made for the introduction of population screening programmes, such as that for coeliac disease (CD) in the paper by Alberto et al in this issue.3 These screening criteria form the basis for evaluating the strength of the evidence supporting that call. They also highlight key uncertainties, which could be the subject of future research. This process has been undertaken for screening for type 2 diabetes in adults,4 and the history of the debate on this topic may shed some light on how to reach a more speedy decision for CD.

THE DISEASE

The effectiveness of a screening programme is closely related to the characteristics of the disease for which screening is proposed. CD is an important health problem as it is common, affecting 1 in 120–300 people in Europe,5 and its associated morbidity and excess mortality are well recognised.6,7 However, the natural history of asymptomatic CD is less well understood, although some patients with unrecognised disease have extra-intestinal manifestations such as growth restriction8 or associated autoimmune disease.9 The prevalence of associated autoimmune disorders in CD is related to the duration of exposure to gluten, providing a strong imperative for screening and early treatment.

THE TEST

As with type 2 diabetes screening, there is considerable debate around the relative merits of different screening modalities for CD. The performance of a potential screening test is dependent on diagnostic thresholds for the disease and the availability of a simple, precise, and validated test that is acceptable to the population. Serological tests are easy to administer and have an important role in screening for CD. A number of highly sensitive and specific markers are available.5,6 In this issue, Alberto and colleagues show the high positive predictive value of one autoantibody, serum anti-h-tTG-ab.3 For any screening test, there should be an agreed policy on the further diagnostic investigation of individuals with a positive test result. In this instance, individuals with a positive antibody result underwent the gold standard diagnostic test of small intestine biopsy. Screen negative children were not investigated further. However, without biopsying screen negative children the sensitivity or specificity of the test cannot be established.

THE TREATMENT

A key issue in evaluating any screening test is to consider whether screening and subsequent treatment result in health gain. For patients with symptomatic detected CD, delay in diagnosis unfavourably affects patients’ prognosis.7 Treatment with a gluten-free diet for life provides good relief of symptoms and is effective in reversing abnormal gut pathology. Prompt treatment also decreases mortality.7 For adults, quality of life is improved on a gluten-free diet.10 Children develop normally and report a quality of life similar to that of children in the general population.11 However, not all adults with CD attain the same degree of subjective health as the general population.12 Provided that patients with CD adhere to a strict diet, the prognosis is excellent and there are no data to suggest that there is an excess mortality in this group.

Yet the benefits of early detection and treatment of screen detected asymptomatic CD have not been proved. With treatment, quality of life improves for those whose disease was screen detected.13 The impact of treatment on mortality and morbidity for asymptomatic individuals is less clear. Asymptomatic CD is often associated with other pathology including reduced bone density, and iron and folate deficiencies, which if left untreated would account for a number of chronic health issues. Silent disease may also account for the worsening of other serious medical conditions,14 although this link is by no means established.

It is the evaluation of evidence concerning the costs and benefits of treatment for individuals with screen detected disease that is often lacking. One cannot necessarily translate results from treatment trials in people with established disease and apply the evidence to the population with screen detected, possibly asymptomatic, disease. In type 2 diabetes even though patients may believe their illness to be serious, many can reconcile such beliefs with poor adherence to mediatric advice about lifestyle.15 Many patients assume that the presence of symptoms is a necessary precursor of complications and equate freedom from symptoms with freedom from risk. This is highly relevant to CD, since screening would result in asymptomatic individuals being advised a lifelong gluten-free diet. Although the diet may be efficacious, its effectiveness in real life is a function of the degree to which patients adhere to advice.

THE SCREENING PROGRAMME

Population screening is always a major undertaking, and the merits of universal population screening must be weighed up against targeting high risk subgroups. The health benefits of mass screening for CD are not known, and in particular no good trial evidence exists to indicate that screening for CD would achieve significant health gain or that it would outweigh the disbenefits of screening. Ideally, evidence of effectiveness in reducing mortality and morbidity should come from randomised trials. A trial would also make it possible to calculate more accurately the costs of screening.

IMPLICATIONS

In the case of type 2 diabetes, the argument surrounding the benefits of screening has continued since the 1960s. Although the disease and the test criteria are easily met, as with CD the major uncertainties concern the benefits and disbenefits of early detection and treatment.
It becomes increasingly difficult to undertake a randomised controlled trial of screening as evidence mounts, and there is probably a window of opportunity in which people are sufficiently uncertain to tolerate randomisation. The lesson for researchers into disorders such as CD is not to miss that window, otherwise the debate about whether or not to screen may run for decades.
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Health and welfare

Health needs of children in prison
M Mather

Commentary on the paper by Gould and Payne

To the international readers of Archives, the article in this issue by Gould and Payne will come as yet another puzzling insight into the nature of the British attitude to children. Why does a nation with so many admirable qualities have such a punitive attitude to the most vulnerable members of society, our children?

Britain was the last state in Europe to ban corporal punishment in schools. The House of Commons did not vote for the abolition of state sanctioned physical punishment in the classroom until 1986, and it took a further 12 years for corporal punishment to be banned in independent schools. This ban does not extend to schools in Northern Ireland. Ten states in Europe have already banned parental smacking, and true to our well established punitive tradition, the British could be the last to follow suit.

Countries which have ratified the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child, have to submit regular reports to the Committee showing what they are doing to implement the treaty. The United Kingdom submitted its second report in 2002. Although there was praise on some fronts—more willingness to listen to children, more help for young people leaving care, and a commitment to end child poverty within 20 years—there was also plenty of criticism. The excessive and increasing numbers of children in custody for lesser offences and for longer periods of time was highlighted as was the low age of criminal responsibility. This is 8 in Scotland, 10 in England, and 13 in most other European states. There was also criticism of the conditions in which children are held in young offenders institutes where there is frequently a high level of violence, bullying, self harm, and suicide. The report expressed worries that the detention of the children of asylum seekers was not compatible with the Human Rights Convention for children. Most of these criticisms were however lost in the “smacking” furor which followed the committee’s most controversial recommendation that the government should repeal the 142 year old law giving parents the right to use “reasonable chastisement” in disciplining their children.

Until the Howard League Penal Reform won a judicial review against the Home Office in November 2002, children in prison were not even covered by the provision of the Children Act 1989. Children could therefore be treated in prison in ways that would not have triggered child protection investigations if they had occurred outside the penal system.

The recent Children’s Green Paper Every child matters pledge a commitment by government to secure and protect the welfare of every child in England. Child protection is given a high profile and made a high priority for all agencies. Despite this the Home Office still proposes that the only factor to be considered if a court passes sentence on a child is stopping them re-offending. The welfare of a child does not appear to be a consideration.

Gould and Payne rightly highlight the lack of systematic information about the health of this vulnerable group of children as an appropriate matter of concern to paediatricians and an area where more research and information is needed.

Children who get into trouble with the law and end up in prison are often the same group who suffer abuse, school exclusion, family disruption, and mental health problems. Many have been brought up in care and have special educational needs. They are the nation’s most distressed and vulnerable children. There must be a fundamental change in the way society sees these troubled children.

They have complex and challenging needs. Their health, education, and welfare is sorely neglected. Prison is no place for them. They need looking after, educating, and protecting—not locking up.
Periorificial dermatitis with dramatic response to zinc

A 6 month old female child presented with vesicular and crusted lesions together with well defined, erythematous, glazed, moist plaques on perioral, perigenital, and perianal regions for last one month (fig 1). It was associated with intermittent diarrhoea. She was the first child of consanguineous parents and was normal at birth. She had been weaned from breast feeding over the past two and a half months.

Her anthropometric measurements were normal. Serum albumin was normal, but alkaline phosphatase (200 IU/l) and zinc levels (20 μg/dl) were low. The patient was diagnosed as having acrodermatitis enteropathica and was started on an oral preparation of zinc sulphate (0.2 mg/kg/day). There was marked improvement of all lesions within 48 hours and complete clearing by 7 days (fig 2). Continuation of maintenance oral zinc was advised.

Acrodermatitis enteropathica is a rare autosomal recessive disorder. There is a genetic defect of the synthesis, structure, or function of a zinc binding ligand normally present in the intestine. The clinical features usually start following weaning, when the protective effect of the zinc binding ligand from the mother’s milk is no longer present. Periorificial dermatitis is the hallmark for diagnosis and the response to oral or parenteral zinc is dramatic.
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Figure 1 Dermatitic lesions and erythematous, glazed plaque on periorificial areas.

Figure 2 Complete clearing of lesions following zinc therapy.
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